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A Rainy Day In Summer
Since last week, the climatic
conditions in Delhi have
become hotter than before. It
has been observed that the
temperature had crossed the
mark of 46 degrees in Delhi. It
has been so hot that it is very
difficult to bear the temperature
outside. One day as usual I was
sitting in my balcony; suddenly
black clouds covered the sky
and my mother said that it
would be raining heavily very
soon. By midnight, when I was
sleeping, I heard thunder
outside and after some time
heavy rain started. Next day I
heard on a radio channel on
T.V. that according to the
Meteorological
Department
there will be heavy rain in the
coming
days.
The
Meteorological
Department
announced that Monsoon has
arrived in Delhi. We heaved a
sigh of relief.
The next week we saw heavy
rain in Delhi & water logging
in many areas. Everything in

nature has a fresh look after
rain. The grass that looked
withered in summer’s heat a
day before has raised its head
proudly. There are pools of
water here and there. Houses
and streets wash off their dirt.
Trees and plants get washed in
the rainwater. Animals and
birds also enjoy the rainy
season. The frogs make a very
pleasant noise after the rain.
After rain, roads, lanes and
streets are covered with mud. It
causes a lot of trouble. We
cannot walk without spoiling
our clothes.
But the good thing is that the
environment is now very
pleasant. Today is Sunday and
my mother made fritters etc. in
the house & we enjoyed them
together.
-Pragati Rawal
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A Sting Filled with Greed
Once upon a time there were two young children named
Ram and Raju. Their mother once told them to go to the
market and get some honey for her. She handed over the
money to Ram and Raju then they both went to the
market.
On their way they saw a bee hive on top of a tree. Raju
got an idea that why don’t they both try to get the honey
directly from the hive itself so that they could use the
money and buy some chocolates instead. So, they
somehow with difficulty managed to climb the tree but
the branches of the tree started shaking because it
couldn’t handle the weight of both the children. Thus,
they fell down along with the beehive.
But as soon as they hit the ground beneath them the bees
came out from the beehive and furiously started
attacking the two boys. Both of them then made a run for
their lives, and found a river nearby so they both jumped
in, though they were saved from some of the bees, but
now all their money was soaked with water and unusable.
They both thought about their mother’s wrath when they
got home and how it would be a thousand times worse
than the bees.
-Tapur Gupta
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Life in the Lockdown
As an eleven year old, I have been
fortunate enough to lead a
comfortable life. My family has
showered me with love, friends
have been my support system and
my
teachers
have
always
motivated me. Everything was
going smooth and at its pace until
the dreaded month of March 2020
came. The Government of India
announced a lockdown to control
the spread of COVID 19. While
everyone I know has been affected
by this but for me personally,
lockdown
has
brought
in
unprecedented challenges.
I have always been a very sporty
person. I am someone who loves
venturing outdoors and playing
outside to my heart’s content. But
the lockdown has curtailed my
movement. I am struck in the four
walls of the house looking at the
gloominess around me. My bed
has become my new best friend, I
am always on it. Life has become a
mundane routine with no sense of
excitement.
I
have
tried
everything-playing online Ludo
with family and friends, honing my
cooking skills and picking up
books to read

But it will not be an exaggeration
to say that I miss the recess time, I
miss running in the outdoors. In
fact,
I miss the things that I never
thought I will ever miss.
However, as they say there is light
at the end of the tunnel, I have
found my light. These days I have
been picking up some hobbies such
as gaming. Gaming is literally a lot
of fun. We never realize how the
time passes by. But we also need to
work hard for the things we desire
in a lot of games like in real life. I
also have included some physical
hobbies such as playing table
tennis, practicing football, and
flexibility exercises. But there are
times when I become lazy and
want to sleep a lot. I hope this
lockdown ends as soon as possible.
I promise to be a lot more grateful
this time!

- Jeevanshu Mehta
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The Door
Once upon a time in a king’s court,
Minister Bhattacharya, who was
very wise, was about to retire.
Before retiring the king asked the
minister to choose a person who
would take the place of the
minister after he retired. The
minister agreed and held a contest
in which many people participated
but in the end, only four people
were selected for the final test.
Later that day, all four people were
sent into a room with no windows
but only a door. The minister then
said, “This door will be locked
from the outside and the first one
to come out shall be appointed the
new minister.” And saying this he
went away. Everyone tried to think
of a solution but couldn’t come
across one. Sometime later, one of
the persons gave up and sat in a
corner of the room and soon fell
into a deep slumber. The other
three sat down together and tried to
think of a solution but when they
couldn’t they thought of going to
sleep as the first person had done.
When it was almost dawn one of
the four, named Hariram, woke up
and went to the door. He tried
opening it and realized the door
was not locked from the

outside so he came out easily
without any of the other candidates
knowing. He went straight to
Minister Bhattacharya’s room and
knocked. When the minister saw
him, he asked “Hariram, how did
you come out when all the others
couldn’t?” Hariram said “Sir, I
knew since the time you told us
that the door would be locked that
it would be unlocked. All I was
waiting for was the right time to
come out. So when all the others
were still sleeping I quietly came
out of the room.” The minister was
very happy and the very next day
Hariram was appointed the
minister and he was even wiser
than Bhattacharya and helped the
king with all the problems.
-Aarshiya Agarwal
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India Vs Nepal
pass ,Gunji lies in the south-west
and Kalapani in the south. Now
you will think why did the dispute
happen. For this, we need to dig
and know the history of the land.
This controversy took place due to
2 events. November 2019- when
India released a new map in which
Kalapani region was said to be an
India region. 8 May 2020- when
the defence minister of India
inaugurated a new road in the
disputed region which is an 800
km long road which takes the
travellers to Lipulekh, the purpose
of this road was to aid people on
the Kailash Mansarovar yatra as
per claims. Before that people had
to go from Sikkim to reach Tibet
where Kailash Mansarovar is
located. It was a trek for 5 days.
After the road was made people
had to reach the China border and
then it was a 2-day trip. Due to this
Nepal was upset because they
disputed area is the eastern tip of
claimed that the area was under
Uttarakhand. This entails an area
Nepal. They also said that India
of around 300 sq.km and the north
should have consulted Nepal first
most village is Limpiyadhura. The
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The kind of close relations India
has shared with Nepal historically,
has not been shared with any other
country. Not only can Indians and
Nepalese cross each other’s
borders but can do so without a
visa. They can also reside and
work in each other’s country. But
these relations have begun to sour
over the past few days and years.
Recently, the prime minister of
Nepal claimed that India is
responsible for the spread of
coronavirus in Nepal. This
controversy surfaced within the
Indian media when Nepal came out
with its new map a few days ago.
They came out with a new map of
their country and within it, they
included an area which they didn’t
have earlier. The area is under
India’s control today. This area is a
triangular-shaped disputed area in
the northwestern tip of Nepal. The

India Vs Nepal
for agreement. In response to this,
the external affairs ministry of
India said that this area completely
belonged to India’s territory. But
then the controversy worsened
when the protest took place in
Nepal. Then Nepal released a
novel map through which the
dispute was revealed.
Now the question is: who is right?
For this, we need to go deeper into
1800’s British Raj. India was
totally conquered by the British.
They wanted to expand the rule to
Nepal which was under the
kingdom of Gorkha. Then the
Anglo-Nepalese war took place
which continued after which a
treaty was signed which decided
how much part each is going to get.
Nepal lost Sikkim and Darjeeling.
Now two rivers were used to
define Nepal. The western
boundary was the Mahakali river
and the eastern boundary was
Mechi river. But the problem was
in the western boundary where the
Mahakali River gets streamed and
the water was coming from two
parts. Now the confusion was
which part we should take as the
border.
Now common sense says that we

should take the major river as the
border. But in that time the British
wanted that area because it was
useful for trading with China.
Nepal said that they didn’t want
that area as it was not useful for
them and fewer people lived there.
In 1990, Nepal became democratic
and people said the area should be
under Nepal. Now my opinion is
that Nepal is geographically right
and India is historically right.

- Samiksha Saini
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Oh! Corona! Go!
Our life has changed forever,
I wish this had come never.
It has united the world
In this pain, I have heard.
It has brought our life to a stand still,
Infecting us is its daily drill.
The nature is angry with humans,
For the wrong they have done.
No movies in theatres for kings and masses,
Teachers are taking online classes.
Hotels are closed, so is metro,
Unawares, life has gone in a retro!!
Mother is always cooking new food
Baking cakes, and cookies to lift our mood.
Father goes to office, which gives me a scare,
But I am glad he is taking good care.
We are strong, we will fight,
We know how to set it right.
Once, we have the vaccination
Its game will be over and done.
Till then we all should take care,
Friends or strangers do not go near.
Wash your hands and wear your mask
Corona! You don’t know that we are very strong

-Niranjana Kundalia
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Poem: Our India

Our India is a place for sages,
Known for unity of ages,
India has many names,
Making it great is everyone’s aim,
India is known for the ideal of democracy,

Indian mathematics is known for accuracy,
My country is India,
World’s biggest encyclopedia,
Lastly,

India is a freedom fighter,
The pollution is getting slighter
-Priyanshi Gupta
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Poem: The Lockdown
Lockdown locked us at our home
Nothing to do except opening chrome
A midnight scribble
And a morning sigh
Yoga to do
And see a bird fly.
The evil Corona is outside
Ready to give you a tough fight
It has spread across the world
Killing children and adults.
Due to the lockdown around the world
There are fewer cars, fewer planes, and less pollution.
While we are panicking about Covid-19
The mother earth is healing
We can start over
And we can create a new beginning.

- Priyanshi Gupta
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A Day In McLeodganj
It was very exciting to go to McLeodganj,
I ate chili toasts,
With lemon punch,
Then, I went for paragliding,
And then for camping,
For the first time, I saw a machine gun,
Then I played baseball,
And made a home run,
Then there was chicken for everyone,
This is how I ended my journey,
Well, a little early
- Rohan Chhabra
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It’s Just a Twin Thing
Born on the same day,

Two babies from above.
Two babies to cuddle,
Two babies to snuggle,
And two heart melting smiles.
If trouble comes there,
They know their twin will save the day.
Four little arms to hold on tight,
Four little cheeks to kiss goodnight.
Two demanding voices making demands,
Two little faces making commands.
Life cannot get any better than this !
It’s just a twin thing.

-Samaira Parmar
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Stop Pollution
Search for a remedy and solution

Mother Earth is so generous,

To stop this growing pollution

For all facilities she showers

Solutions are surely there

Nature is the strongest power

To purify the dirty air.

Please don’t destroy it ever

You can perform

For you will be able to replenish it
never!

Some effective reform
Pollution affects our health

SAVE ENVIRONMENT , SAVE
OUR MOTHER NATURE.

And to cure one has to spend wealth.

-Tanmay Chopra

Plant a tree
Which will make the earth pollution
free
For small distance use cycles and for
long journey use CNG vehicles.
Pollution results in global warming

Rapidly melting of glaciers is
alarming
Search for a remedy and solution to
stop this growing pollution.
Nature is like our mother
Like her there is no other
Save the mother nature
If you care for your future.
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Our Nation
They fought for our nation,
Just for our liberation.
A variety of religion,
In every region.

Everyday in our nation,
Is celebrated as an occasion.
Bhagat Singh, Subhash Chandra Bose,
We thank them for their

Efforts and force.
Killing the discrimination,
Encourage the equalization.
We are proud to live in

Indian nation
“PROUD TO LIVE IN OUR NATION’’
-Tanmay Chopra
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गमी के दिन
गभी के ददन आते हैंI हभें फडा सताते हैंI
गभी भें माद आती है ठॊ डी की ठॊ डी भें माद
आती गभी की,
कह ॊ चैंन न ऩातें हैंI
भन ह भन झॊझराते हैंI
गभी हभें सताती है , ऩय आभ बी हभें
खिराती है I
यसीरे, भीठे आभों से भन फडा ररचाता है I
दे ि आभों की टोकय गभी का दि ददद बाग
जाता है I
रुद्र चंद्र

वो सफह कबी तो आएगी
अबी है कदठनाइमों का वक्त
अबी रे यह है प्रकृतत इम्ततहान,
कबी तो म्जॊदगी फपय से भस्कयाएगी
वो सफह कबी तो आएगी ।
फपय से फकरकारयमाॉ गॉजेगी,
फपय से दाद दादा टहरने जाएॉगे,
फपय से होगी ऑफपस भें चचाद,
फपय से काभवार घय आएगी
वो सफह कबी तो आएगी।

-तन्मय चोपड़ा
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म़ालम
ू होत़ा है
भम्ककरें औय बी फढ सकती है ,
ितये औय बी आ सकते हैंI
दय होकय बी एक साथ तनकर जाएॉगे,
मे यात बी चर जाएगी
वो सफह कबी तो आएगी ।
हौसरा नह ॊ छोडना ववकवास फाॉधे यिना,
अच्छे ऩर कौन-सा साथ तनबाते है ,
जो मे यात नह ॊ जाएगी ।
वो सफह कबी तो आएगी
वो सफह कबी तो आएगी
-तन्मय चोपड़ा
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नि सज
ृ न
आगे तनकरने की होड भें ,
कैसी अॊधी दौड भें ,
प्रकृतत ऩय आघात कयते थे।
अऩना ह ह्वास कयते थे।
दे ि तनत नए यॊ ग भनज के उऩद्रव सबी
उसके भन के
सीभा ऩाय दे ि जल्भ के
प्रततयोध फकमा उसने फपय िरके
हाहाकाय भचा सम्ृ टट ऩय
साॉस रेना हआ दस्वाय
जो फोमा है , वह काटोगे
कफ सभझेगा मे इॊसान !!!
बर हो गई जो भनज से
सधायें अफ उसे सफ मभरकय I
आओ ! नई शरुआत कयते हैं I
इक नमा सॊसाय यचते हैं।
-स़ात्विक
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Personal Experience While Editing E-Magazine
My experience as an editor was overwhelming. I am really
grateful to my teachers for selecting and trusting me as an
editor. As an editor, I have tried to edit the matter received
by my teammates, all by correcting them and presenting
them in the right format.My teammates were really cooperative and involved. They have submitted their best
contributions. It was fun and exciting to work on the
contributions received from all of them.Initially I had to
wait for my teammates to post some matter. I even
contacted them to post something. They started sharing their
documents , write ups , poems and art skills. I too tried to
write some poems on different topics which are key
highlights as of today.The contribution of all the students is
appreciable. I really liked all the posts sent by all my
classmates as I was able to access their matter.I have learnt
that when we want to improve our motivation to edit , being
strategic about how we approach editing is the key.
If given a chance again I would definitely like to work on
the same platform and would like to be an editor for my
school magazine.
Thanks and Regards

-Tanmay Chopra
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Personal Experience While Editing E-Magazine
First of all, I would like to thank Ms. Navleen ma'am for
giving me this opportunity to be the leader of a school
project. I also want to thank ma'am for providing me full
support.
I have learnt to work with people with different attitudes. I
also got to learn a new skill that is to take everyone along
and work in a group. I acquired knowledge about
teamwork. I came to know that it is easy to find faults but
it is difficult to correct them. I acquired knowledge about
leading a group through this experience. This does not
include just telling the team members the goal but telling
them the path to reach the goals.
I acquired skill in planning without physically being
present with each other. Because of this lockdown we
could not plan and meet face to face. Working in a group
being physically present makes the work easier. These
kinds of opportunities help in carving out a better
personality.
-Rohan Chhabra
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Personal Experience While Editing E-Magazine
When I first got the email about the
school e-magazine and that my name has
been given by my language teacher for the
role of student editor I was very
overwhelmed . My experience with my
group has been mixed as only three out of
six members of my group had sent their
work. I was scared my group was lagging,
as all the other students of the two other
editor’s groups had sent their work. The
first work sent to me was a painting which
I just needed to paste in the word
document and should have been easy but
it wasn’t because the format was a type of
document that I couldn’t attach to the
word file . Then the second student sent
her work on the last day of submission
which was a poem. It had some errors and
some lines were similar to a poem on the
internet. Hence, I told her to redo the
work. However, at that time I was scared
because only two of six students
submitted their work so I went to google
classroom to search all the activities
between 21 to 24 April to get the email id
of some of my group members. After the
joining of google classroom our teacher
had asked us to keep a single identity
because many students were using two or
three accounts. I found the email address
of two students there but two more
remained untraceable. So I asked my class
teacher for their ID and I sent them emails
reminding them. Nothing happened until
15th June. On Monday the student who
had sent the poem, instead sent a story
now which I edited quickly because that
day was what to do next.

Then suddenly I got an email from
another student who said that he would
send his work by 6pm, but he didn’t.
Hence, I waited for him till 8pm and
asked him about his work . Then I got a
reply stating that he was facing some
problems in attaching the word document
to the mail and needed help . I told him
how to attach the file but it didn’t work as
I had told him a procedure to attach word
documents to Gmail on a mobile device
but he was using a desktop. It was now
8:20 pm so I gave my phone number
quickly to him and we discussed the
problem in detail and I told him a
different attachment procedure . Then he
called me that he sent the work but I
hadn’t received it . I was baffled now.
Later, the student again sent me the
French document and I finally received it
as well and attached it to the main group
file and sent it to the class teacher . This
was a great experience for me as I learned
how to manage time and how stressful it
is when a deadline is set . Also , I learned
that working together as a team can be
really helpful. I hope I
get more
opportunities like this.
-Vihan

Ranjan Singh
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